Abstract. In this paper, a new approach to the non-commutative YosidaHewitt decomposition is presented in the general setting of non-commutative symmetric spaces of τ -measurable operators affiliated with semi-finite von Neumann algebras. The principal theorem permits the systematic study of the spaces of normal and singular functionals in this general setting. These results are used to study the properties of elements of order continuous norm and of absolutely continuous norm.
Introduction
The classical theorem of K. Yosida and E. Hewitt ( [29] ) asserts that each bounded additive measure can be uniquely represented as the sum of a countably additive measure and a purely finitely additive measure, the so-called singular part. The singular part is characterised by the fact that its absolute value does not dominate any non-zero positive countably additive measure. This classical theorem, which goes back to the Lebesgue decomposition theorem, admits many generalisations in different settings. Within the framework of vector lattices, it emerges as a very special case of the well-known theorem of F. Riesz that a band (that is, an order closed ideal) in an order complete vector lattice is a projection band.
On the other hand, in the study of the Banach dual of a general (non-commutative) von Neumann algebra, it was first shown by M. Takesaki ([24] , [25] ) that each bounded linear functional φ on a von Neumann algebra M could be represented uniquely as the sum of an element φ n in the predual M * of M (which may be identified as the linear space of all completely additive linear functionals on M; see e.g. [17] or [26] ) and an element φ s , which is singular in the sense that it is a linear combination of positive linear functionals, each of which dominates no non-zero positive normal linear functional on M. An important precursor to the paper of Takesaki (and indeed that of Yosida and Hewitt) is the paper of Dixmier [5] who showed that each element of the Banach dual of the space B(H) of all bounded operators on some Hilbert space H admits a unique decomposition into the sum of a normal linear functional and a singular functional which vanishes on the ideal of compact operators.
In the present paper we will show the existence of the Yosida-Hewitt decomposition in the dual space of a symmetric space E of τ -measurable operators affiliated with a semi-finite von Neumann algebra (for precise definitions, see Section 3). Our approach goes well beyond that of [11] and removes the assumption made there that the space E is an interpolation space for the pair (M, M * ). Further, the * s in E consists precisely of the set E oc of elements of order continuous norm (Proposition 6.2). If E oc separates the points of the Köthe dual E × , then the annihilator of E oc in E * is precisely the space E * s of singular functionals and, in this case, E × may be identified with the Banach dual space of E oc (Proposition 6.4). Furthermore, the space E oc may be identified as the set E an of all elements in E which are of absolutely continuous norm (Proposition 6.12). An important ingredient in the proof of this result is the fact that a sequence {x n } ∞ n=1 in E an converges to zero with respect to the norm of E if and only if {x n } ∞ n=1 converges to zero with respect to the measure topology and the set {x n } ∞ n=1 is of uniformly absolutely continuous norm (Theorem 6.11). In the case of (commutative) Banach function spaces, this result goes back to W.A.J. Luxemburg ([20] ). We end the paper with a number of characterizations of elements of order continuous norm, which results in corresponding characterizations of symmetric spaces with order continuous norm (Corollary 6.14).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some terminology is introduced and some necessary background of non-commutative integration theory is provided. In Sections 3 and 4, (strongly) symmetric spaces of τ -measurable operators are introduced, together with their Köthe duals, and the notions of normal and singular functionals are discussed. The non-commutative Yosida-Hewitt decomposition is proved in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 some applications of the decomposition are discussed.
Some of the principal results in this paper were announced by the first-named author at a conference on Vector Measures, Integration and Related Topics in Eichstaett, September 2009. Furthermore, an operator version of the Yosida-Hewitt theorem and some related results may be found in [13] , to which we refer the interested reader.
Preliminaries
Let H be a Hilbert space equipped with the inner product ·, · . The C * -algebra of all bounded linear operators in H is denoted by B (H). The identity operator in B (H) is denoted by 1. If a : D (a) → H is a self-adjoint linear operator, then e a denotes the spectral measure corresponding to a. For any Borel function f : R → C, the normal operator f (a) is defined as the spectral integral
In particular, for any closed and densely defined linear operator x : D (x) → H the absolute value is defined by
The null projection n (x) = n (|x|) is the (orthogonal) projection onto its kernel Ker (x), the range projection r (x) is the projection onto the closure of its range Ran (x) and the support projection s (x) of x is defined by s (x) = 1 − n (x). Throughout the present paper, M ⊆ B (H) will denote a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space H. For the theory of von Neumann algebras we refer the reader to the books [6] , [17] , [18] , [23] , [26] and [27] . The unitary group of M is denoted by U (M ), and the complete lattice of all (self-adjoint) projections in M is denoted by P (M). For any p ∈ P (M) we write p ⊥ = 1 − p. Furthermore, M is the commutant of M. All von Neumann algebras M considered in this paper are assumed to be semi-finite, and τ denotes a fixed semi-finite normal faithful trace on M. The sublattice of P (M) consisting of all p ∈ P (M) satisfying τ (p) < ∞ is denoted by P f (M).
A The function μ (x) is decreasing, right-continuous, and μ (t; x) < ∞ for all t > 0. For a discussion of the properties of the singular value function we refer the reader to [14] and [10] . The collection S (τ ) of all τ -measurable operators is a * -algebra with respect to strong sum and product (that is, the closure of the algebraic sum and product, respectively). The details may be found in [28] . The measure topology T m in S (τ ) is the vector space topology defined via the neighbourhood base {V (ε, δ) : ε, δ > 0}, where
With respect to T m , S (τ ) is a complete metrizable topological * -algebra (multiplication is jointly continuous, but T m is not locally convex). It should be observed that a net {x α } in S (τ ) converges to zero in measure if and only if μ (x α ; t) → α 0 for all t > 0. The von Neumann algebra M is dense in S (τ ) with respect to T m . The extended trace τ :
+ (see [14] and [10] ). The two-sided ideal F (τ ) in M is defined by setting
and its closure S 0 (τ ) in S (τ ) with resect to the measure topology is given by
which is a two-sided ideal in S (τ ). (Note: in [10] the algebra S (τ ) is denoted by M; the algebra M 0 , as defined in [10] , p. 726, is denoted by S 0 (τ ) in the present paper.) Furthermore, we note that for every x ∈ S (τ ) + there exists an upwards [10] , Proposition 1.8). The following result turns out to be useful.
Proposition 2.1 ([21], Theorem 5.10). If {a β } is an increasing
The following observations will also be helpful.
Proof. Suppose that a β 0 ≥ a β ↓ β 0 in S (τ ) and that x ∈ S 0 (τ ). Since xa β x * ↓ β 0 (see [10] , Proposition 1.3) and 0 ≤ xa β x * ≤ xa β x * ∈ S 0 (τ ), it follows from [10] ,
for all β, this implies that xa
, which implies that the net a 1/2 β is bounded with respect to the measure topology. Since S (τ ) is a topological algebra, it follows that xa β = xa
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and {p k } ∞ k=1 satisfy the conclusion of the lemma. Another important vector space topology on S (τ ) is the local measure topology T lm . A neighbourhood base for this topology is given by the sets V (ε, δ; e), ε, δ > 0, e ∈ P f (M), where
, it is clear that T lm is weaker than T m . Evidently, a net {x α } in S (τ ) converges locally in measure (that is, with respect to T lm ) to x ∈ S (τ ) if and only if ex α e T m → α exe for all e ∈ P f (M). In general, T lm is not metrizable and multiplication in S (τ ) is not jointly continuous with respect to T lm . However,
→ α xy for all y ∈ S (τ ) (see [2] ). Furthermore, it should be observed that if 0
Therefore, it follows from [10] 
Proof. First, we prove (2.3) under the stronger assumption that x α T m → α x. Without loss of generality, it may be assumed that lim inf α τ (|x α |) = C < ∞. From the definition of convergence in measure (that is, convergence with respect to T m ) it follows that there exists an increasing sequence of indices
n whenever α ≥ β n . Given ε > 0, for each n we have inf α≥β n τ (|x α |) < C+ε, and so there exists α n ≥ β n such that τ (|x α n |) < C + ε. It is clear that x α n T m → x as n → ∞, and hence it follows from Fatou's lemma for sequences (see [14] , Theorem 3.5) that τ (|x|) ≤ lim inf n→∞ τ (|x α n |) ≤ C + ε. Since this holds for all ε > 0, we may conclude that τ (|x|) ≤ C.
→ α e |x| e. By the first part of the proof, this implies that
It follows easily from [10] , Lemma 1.5 (observing that the supremum in this lemma is taken over an upwards directed family) that τ (|x|) = sup {τ (e |x| e) : e ∈ P f (M)} , and so we may conclude that τ (|x|) ≤ lim inf α τ (|x α |). The proof is complete.
We recall the following notion of submajorization in the sense of Hardy, Littlewood and Polya. Suppose that M 1 and M 2 are von Neumann algebras on Hilbert spaces H 1 and H 2 , respectively, equipped with semi-finite normal faithful traces τ 1 and τ 2 , respectively. If x ∈ S (τ 1 ) and y ∈ S (τ 2 ), then x is said to be submajorized by y, denoted by x ≺≺ y, if
The following result plays an important role in the study of Köthe duality. It is a slight extension of [10] , Theorem 4.12 (i), from which it can be easily obtained.
Symmetric spaces and their Köthe duals
As before, M is a semi-finite von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space H, equipped with a fixed semi-finite normal faithful trace τ .
Definition 3.1.
(i) A linear subspace E of S (τ ), equipped with a norm · E , is called symmetrically normed if x ∈ S (τ ), y ∈ E and μ (x) ≤ μ (y) imply that x ∈ E and x E ≤ y E . If, in addition, E is a Banach space, then E is termed a symmetric space (of τ -measurable operators).
(ii) A symmetrically normed space E ⊆ S (τ ) is called strongly symmetrically normed if its norm · E has the additional property that x E ≤ y E whenever x, y ∈ E satisfy x ≺≺ y. Moreover, if E is also a Banach space, then E is called a strongly symmetric space. (iii) A linear subspace E of S (τ ), equipped with a norm · E , is called fully symmetrically normed if x ∈ S (τ ), y ∈ E and x ≺≺ y imply that x ∈ E and x E ≤ y E . If, in addition, E is a Banach space, then E is called a fully symmetric space.
Evidently, any fully symmetrically normed space is strongly symmetrically normed.
Remark 3.2. In the present paper, for the sake of simplicity, we shall only consider strongly symmetrically normed spaces. Actually, all results are also valid for symmetrically normed spaces under the additional assumption that the von Neumann algebra M either does not contain any atoms (that is, minimal projections) or M is discrete and all minimal projections have equal trace.
Examples of fully symmetric spaces
Given a strongly symmetrically normed space E ⊆ S (τ ), let P (E) = P (M)∩E, which is a solid sublattice of P (M). The projection c E = P (E) is called the carrier projection of E. It is easily verified that c E is a central projection. To avoid trivialities, it will always be assumed that c E = 1. Under this condition, it may be shown that
with continuous embeddings. If E is a strongly symmetric space, then the continuous embedding L 1 (τ )∩L ∞ (τ ) ⊆ E is always valid. We will omit the proofs of these assertions, as they are somewhat technical. However, for spaces E constructed from strongly symmetric spaces on the half-line (0, ∞) (see below), these embeddings follow directly from the corresponding embeddings for symmetric spaces on (0, ∞). See for example [19] , Theorem II.4.1.
Remark 3.3. We would like to warn the reader that the terminology introduced above differs from that which has been used elsewhere and is an attempt to unify some of the terminology in the literature. We point out explicitly that the terms "symmetrically normed" and "strongly symmetrically normed" as defined above are used in the present paper instead of the earlier terminology of "rearrangement invariant" and "symmetrically normed", respectively, used in [9] and [10] . In particular, strongly symmetric spaces E satisfying c E = 1 (as we shall always assume) correspond to properly symmetric spaces, as introduced in [10] , Section 5.
An important subspace of a strongly symmetrically normed space E is given by
Furthermore, it is clear that uxv ∈ E b whenever x ∈ E and u, v ∈ M. This implies, in particular, that if x ∈ S (τ ), then x ∈ E b if and only if |x| ∈ E b .
Proposition 3.4. For x ∈ E the following statements are equivalent:
, · E is a strongly symmetrically normed space in its own right).
Proof. If x ∈ E satisfies (ii) and we define z n = xe |x| (1/n, n], then it is easily verified that the sequence {z n } ∞ n=1 belongs to F (τ ) and that x − z n E → 0 as n → ∞. Hence, x ∈ E b . Since F (τ ) ⊆ S 0 (τ ) and the embedding of E into S (τ ) is continuous with respect to the measure topology, it is clear that E b ⊆ S 0 (τ ). Suppose now that x ∈ E b . To show that x satisfies the two remaining statements of (ii), we may assume, without loss of generality, that x ≥ 0. Given ε > 0, let y ∈ F (τ ) be such that x − y E ≤ ε. Replacing y by Re y, we may assume that y * = y. Suppose now that x ∈ S (τ ) and y ∈ E b are such that μ (x) ≤ μ (y). By the above, y satisfies the conditions of (ii), and it suffices to show that x also satisfies (ii). It is clear that x ∈ S 0 (τ ). Given s > 0, set α = d (s; |x|) and β = d (s; |y|) and note that α ≤ β. Consequently, Remark 3.5. As follows from the above proposition, if E is a strongly symmetrically normed space, then E b is also a strongly symmetrically normed space. It may be shown that if E is a strongly symmetric space, then E b is a fully symmetric space (that is, x ∈ S (τ ), y ∈ E b and x ≺≺ y imply that x ∈ E b ). The proof of this fact is much more complicated.
If E ⊆ S (τ ) is a strongly symmetrically normed space, then the Köthe dual E × ⊆ S (τ ) is defined by setting
where
Remark 3.6. (i) It should be observed that
Indeed, fix y ∈ S (τ ) and let A denote the supremum on the right hand side. It is clear that A ≤ y E × . Given x ∈ E with x E ≤ 1 and 
with continuous embeddings. It follows, by direct computation, that
as Banach spaces. Consequently,
It follows from Proposition 2.5 and Remark 3.6 (i) that
If E ⊆ S (τ ) is a strongly symmetrically normed space, then E is said to have the Fatou property if and only if whenever {x α } ⊆ E + is an upwards directed system for which sup α x α E < ∞, it follows that there exists x ∈ E + such that 0 ≤ x α ↑ α x and x E = sup α x α E . We will now show that the Köthe dual of a strongly symmetrically normed space always has the Fatou property. This result was first established in [10] , Proposition 5.4 and Corollary 5.12. However, the proof in [10] is somewhat indirect, as it depends on the identification of the Köthe dual E × with the space of all order continuous (that is, normal) functionals on E. It is, therefore, preferable to indicate a simplified proof based on Proposition 2.1.
Proposition 3.7. If is E ⊆ S (τ ) a strongly symmetrically normed space, then E
× is a fully symmetric space with the Fatou property.
Proof. If y ∈ E
× and z ∈ S (τ ) are such that z ≺≺ y, then it follows from a well known inequality (due to Hardy) that
and hence, (3.1) implies that z ∈ E × and z E × ≤ y E × . Suppose that {y α } is an upwards directed system in E + such that sup α y α E × < ∞. Since the embedding of E × into S (τ ) is continuous (with respect to the norm topology in E × and the measure topology in S (τ )), it is clear that {y α } is T m -bounded. Therefore, it follows from Proposition 2.1 that there exists y ∈ S (τ )
, and so
Hence, E × has the Fatou property. The Fatou property implies that E × is a Banach space (see [10] , Corollary 2.4), and so E × is a fully symmetric space. The proof is complete.
Let m denote Lebesgue measure on (0, ∞) and suppose that E (0, ∞) ⊆ S (m) is a strongly symmetric space. If (M, τ ) is a semi-finite von Neumann algebra and we define
is a strongly symmetric space (see [7] , [8] ). Furthermore,
where [10] , Theorem 5.6). This implies, in particular, that
Banach spaces.
Normal and singular functionals
As before, we assume that (M, τ ) is a semi-finite von Neumann algebra and that E ⊆ S (τ ) is a strongly symmetrically normed space (satisfying c E = 1). The Banach space dual of E is denoted by E * . If φ ∈ E * and w ∈ M, then the functionals φw, wφ ∈ E * are defined by (φw) (x) = φ (wx) and (wφ) (x) = φ (xw), x ∈ E, respectively. For any φ ∈ E * , the conjugate functionalφ ∈ E * is defined bȳ
The functional φ is called hermitian ifφ = φ, and the set of all hermitian functionals is denoted by E * h , which is a real linear subspace of E * . For φ ∈ E * we define the hermitian functionals Re φ and Im φ by setting
Note that every positive functional is hermitian. The proper closed cone of all positive functionals is denoted by (E * ) + , and with respect to this cone, E * h is an ordered Banach space. Note that E * h may be identified (isometrically) with the dual of the (real) ordered normed space E h .
It should be observed that E + is a 2-normal cone; that is, it follows from
from which the claim follows. Consequently, it follows from a theorem of J. Grosberg and M. Krein ([15] ; see [16] , Theorem 3.6.7; also [1] ) that the positive cone (
The following result is a simple consequence.
The following inequality will prove to be useful in the sequel.
Proof. Define the subset F ⊆ S (τ ) by
By the same method of proof as used in [6] I.1.6, it may be shown that F is a linear subspace of S (τ ) with the property that vxw ∈ F whenever x ∈ F and v, w ∈ M (which implies, in particular, that F is * -closed), satisfying
If x, y ∈ F , then y * x ∈ E, and so we may define the semi-inner product
Now, let x ∈ E (with polar decomposition x = v |x|) and w ∈ M be given. Since wv |x| 1/2 and |x| 1/2 belong to F , it follows from (4.3) that
An immediate consequence of (4.2) is that
whenever φ ∈ (E * ) + . We wish to point out that the inequality |φ (x)| ≤ φ (|x|) is in general not valid for positive functionals, even in the special case that M is the von Neumann algebra M 2 (C) of all 2 × 2 matrices.
Proof. Let A denote the right hand side supremum. If x ∈ E and x E ≤ 1, then |x| E = |x * | E ≤ 1, and so it follows from (4.4) that |φ (x)| 2 ≤ A 2 . This suffices for the proof.
The following norm estimate will be used in Section 6.
Lemma 4.4. If x ∈ E
+ and y ∈ M, then xy
Corollary 4.1 now yields the desired estimate.
It will be convenient to introduce the following notion. 
Using Lemma 4.2, the following properties of the absolute kernel are easily obtained.
We recall some definitions from [11] .
Note that any order ideal J ⊆ E is generated by J + as a linear subspace. Indeed, if x ∈ J, then x * ∈ J, and so Re x and Im x belong to J. Moreover, if a ∈ J and a = a * , then |a| ∈ J and 0 ≤ a ± ≤ |a|, which implies that a ± ∈ J. It should also be observed that the intersection of order ideals is an order ideal. The intersection of finitely many order dense order ideals is also order dense. Evidently, the absolute kernel of a positive functional is an order ideal.
The following characterizations of order density are noted in [11] and are easily to proved.
Lemma 4.8. If J ⊆ E is an order ideal, then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) J is order dense; (ii) for every 0 < x ∈ E + there exists a family {x α : α ∈ A} in J + such that x = α∈A x α (here, the sum α∈A x α is interpreted as sup F α∈F x α , where the supremum is taken over all finite subsets F of A); (iii) for every 0 < x ∈ E + there exists an upwards directed net
Remark 4.9. Observe that an order ideal J ⊆ E is order dense in E if and only if
for every collection {e i } of mutually orthogonal projections in P (M) and every x ∈ E; (iii) singular if φ vanishes on some order dense order ideal in E. φ ∈ E * is normal, singular or completely additive, respectively, thenφ has the same property (consequently, the same holds for Re φ and Im φ).
If y ∈ E × and the linear functional φ y ∈ E * is defined by φ y (x) = τ (xy), x ∈ E, then φ y ∈ E * n and φ y E * = y E × (see [10] , Theorem 5.11, implication (ii)⇒(iii)). Furthermore, the following observations should be made.
Lemma 4.11. If y ∈ E
× , then:
Indeed, without loss of generality, it may be assumed that z ≥ 0. In this case,
which proves the claim. Consequently, if y ∈ E × and x ∈ E, then xy ∈ L 1 (τ ), and hence
, the second assertion of (i) is now also clear.
(
ii) This follows immediately from (i).
It should be recalled that the norm · E is called order continuous if
. Using Mazur's theorem, the following observation is easily established.
Proposition 4.12. The norm in E is order continuous if and only if
n . Now, consider the special case that E = M and denote by M * the subspace of M * consisting of all ultra-weakly continuous linear functionals on M, which may be identified with the predual of M (see [6] , Theorem I.3.1). Using [26] , Theorems III.2.14 and III.3.8, in combination with Lemma 4.8, it may be shown that M * n = M * and that M * s coincides with the subspace of all singular functionals as defined in Definition III.2.13 (see also [18] , Section 10.1). We collect these observations in the next theorem (see [18] , Theorems 10.1.15 and 10.1.19, [26] , Theorem III.2.14 and [6] , Section I.6.10).
Theorem 4.13.
in this case, φ is hermitian (respectively, positive) if and only if
* is normal if and only if φ is completely additive on projections (that is, φ ( α e α ) = α φ (e α ) whenever {e α } is a mutually orthogonal family in P (M)).
The decomposition theorem
Let M be a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space H, equipped with a normal semi-finite faithful trace τ . In this section it will be shown that every bounded linear functional on a strongly symmetrically normed space E ⊆ S (τ ) has a unique decomposition in a normal and a singular part. Moreover, the space of normal functionals will be identified with the Köthe dual space. The proof of these results (see Theorems 5.8 and 5.9) is divided into a number of lemmas and propositions.
(ii) for all e ∈ P f (M), the operator ea e is self-adjoint, then there exists a closed, densely defined symmetric operator a in H, which is affiliated with M, such that ae = a e for e ∈ P f (M).
Proof.
Observing that (i) implies, in particular, that a e = a e e for all e ∈ P f (M), it follows from (i) that
is upwards directed, this shows that
is an upwards directed system of linear subspaces of H, with respect to inclusion. Therefore,
is a linear subspace of H. If e, f ∈ P f (M) are such that e ≤ f , and if ξ ∈ D (a e ) ∩ e (H), then it follows from (i) that a e ξ = a f eξ = a f ξ, and so the linear operator a 0 : D (a 0 ) → H may be defined by setting
Using the fact that for each e ∈ P f (M) the domain D (a e ) of a e is dense in H, it follows that D (a e ) ∩ e (H) is dense in e (H). Since the trace τ is semi-finite, the linear subspace {e (H) : e ∈ P f (M)} is dense in H, and hence D (a 0 ) is dense in H. Since the collection (5.1) is upwards directed, given ξ, η ∈ D (a 0 ), there exists an e ∈ P f (M) such that ξ, η ∈ D (a e ) ∩ e (H). Therefore, assumption (ii) easily implies that a 0 is symmetric. Consequently, a 0 ⊆ a * 0 , and hence, in particular, the operator a 0 is preclosed. Furthermore, since a e ∈ L 1 (τ ) implies, in particular, that a e ηM for all e ∈ P f (M), it is easy to verify that a 0 ηM.
It should be noted next that a 0 e = a e whenever e ∈ P f (M). Indeed, if ξ ∈ D (a e ), then eξ ∈ D (a e ) ∩ e (H) ⊆ D (a 0 ) and a 0 eξ = a e eξ = a e ξ. This shows that a e ⊆ a 0 e. Conversely, if ξ ∈ D (a 0 e), then eξ ∈ D (a 0 ), and so there exists f ∈ P f (M) such that eξ ∈ D (a f ) ∩ f (H). Since (5.1) is an upwards directed system, it may be assumed, without loss of generality, that e ≤ f . Consequently, eξ ∈ D (a f ) ∩ e (H) = D (a e ) ∩ e (H), which implies that ξ ∈ D (a e ) and a 0 eξ = a e eξ = a e ξ. Hence, a 0 e ⊆ a e , and it may be concluded that a 0 e = a e .
Let a be the closure of the operator a 0 . Evidently, a is densely defined and symmetric, and a is affiliated with M. It remains to be shown that ae = a e whenever e ∈ P f (M). To this end, observe that ae is closed, that aeηM and that a e = a 0 e ⊆ ae. Since a e ∈ L 1 (τ ), the operator a e is τ -measurable, and so, in particular, its domain D (a e ) is τ -dense in H. It follows from D (a e ) ⊆ D (ae) that D (ae) is also τ -dense, and hence ae is τ -measurable. Therefore (see e.g. [28] ), a e = ae. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Recall that F (τ ), as defined by (2.2), is a strongly symmetrically normed space, equipped with the norm · F (τ ) = · L 1 ∩L ∞ .
Lemma 5.2. If ψ is a bounded hermitian linear functional on
Proof. For e ∈ P f (M), define the linear functional ψ e on M by setting
Since
it is clear that ψ e ∈ M * . Therefore, by Theorem 4.13 (i), ψ e has a unique decomposition into its normal and singular parts; that is, ψ (ez) = τ (za e ) + ψ e s (z) , z ∈ M. Observe first that a e = a f e whenever e, f ∈ P f (M) satisfy e ≤ f . Indeed, if this is the case, then
Since the functional ψ f s e is singular on M (see Theorem 4.13 (ii)), it follows from the uniqueness of the decomposition in (5.2) that a e = a f e in L 1 (τ ).
It will be shown next that ea e is self-adjoint for all e ∈ P f (M). To this end, observe that ψ (eze) = τ (zea e ) + ψ e s (ze) , z ∈ M. Taking complex conjugates in the above identity and using the fact that ψ is hermitian, this implies that
Since the functional z −→ τ (zea e ) − τ z (ea e ) * , z ∈ M, is normal and the func-
and hence, ea e = (ea e ) * , that is, ea e is self-adjoint.
It now follows from Lemma 5.1 that there exists a closed, densely defined symmetric operator a in H, affiliated with M, such that a e = ae for all e ∈ P f (M). The proof of the lemma is complete.
The following lemma is needed to show that the operator a, occurring in the above lemma, actually belongs to S (τ ) and is self-adjoint. 
Proof. It should be observed first that ebe ≥ 0, and so τ (be) = τ (ebe) ≥ 0 for all e ∈ P f (M). If e ∈ P f (M) satisfies τ (e) ≥ 1, then e F (τ ) = τ (e), and so it follows from (5.3) that
Suppose that b is not τ -measurable, that is, τ e b (λ, ∞) = ∞ for all λ > 0. This implies that there exists a strictly increasing sequence
Since the trace τ is semi-finite, there exists for each n a projection e n ∈ P f (M) which satisfies e n ≤ e b (λ n , λ n+1 ] and τ (e n ) ≥ 1. It follows from be
is, e n be n ≥ λ n e n for all n. Consequently,
for all n. This is absurd, and so it may be concluded that b is τ -measurable. 
Proof. It should be observed first that F (τ ) is embedded continuously in E (see the remarks made in Section 3). Therefore, the restriction of ψ to F (τ ) is bounded. Consequently, by Lemma 5.2, there exists a closed symmetric operator a in H which satisfies the conclusion of that lemma. 
Suppose now that 0 ≤ z ∈ F (τ ). Since J is order dense, Lemma 4.8 implies that there exists an upwards directed system
Since ae ∈ L 1 (τ ) ⊆ S 0 (τ ), it follows from Lemma 2.2 that z α ae T m → α zae, and so there exists a sequence α 1 ≤ α 2 ≤ · · · such that z α n ae T m → zae as n → ∞. Since μ (z α n ae) ≤ μ (ae) ∈ L 1 (τ ) for all n, it follows from the non-commutative version of the dominated convergence theorem (see e.g. [14] , Theorem 3.5) that τ (z α n ae) → τ (zae) as n → ∞. For each n, it follows from (5.4) that |τ (z α n ae)| ≤ ψ E * z E , and hence |τ (zae
it follows immediately from (i) that |τ (zae)| ≤ 4 ψ E * z E . If zae = v |zae| is the polar decomposition of zae, then |zae| = v * zae, and hence
(iii) Let a = v |a| be the polar decomposition of the operator a (which exists since a is a closed and densely defined operator) and suppose that e ∈ P f (M).
. Since e |a| e ≥ 0, it is also clear that τ (|a| e) = τ (e |a| e) ≥ 0. It now follows from the estimate in (ii) that
By Lemma 5.3, this implies that |a| ∈ S (τ ). Consequently, a = v |a| ∈ S (τ ).
Since a is symmetric, this yields, in particular, that a is self-adjoint (see [28] ).
Proposition 5.5. Let E ⊆ S (τ ) be a strongly symmetrically normed space (with c E = 1). If ψ ∈ E
* is hermitian, then there exists a unique a ∈ E × such that for each e ∈ P f (M) there exists a singular functional ψ Proof. First observe that it follows from Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4 (iv) that there exists a self-adjoint operator a ∈ S (τ ) such that ae ∈ L 1 (τ ) for all e ∈ P f (M) and (5.5) is satisfied. If e ∈ P f (M), then it follows from Lemma 5.4 (ii) that
By Remark 3.6 (i), this implies that ae ∈ E × and ae E × ≤ 4 ψ E * . If a = v |a| is the polar decomposition of a, then e |a| e = ev * ae, which implies that e |a| e ∈ E × and e |a| e E × ≤ 4 ψ E * for all e ∈ P f (M). Let {e α } be an upwards directed system in P f (M) such that e α ↑ 1. 
and since be and ae both belong to L 1 (τ ), it follows that be = ae for all e ∈ P f (M). Let {e α } be a net in P f (M) such that e α ↑ α 1. This implies that e α → 1 locally in measure, and so e α (b − a) → b − a locally in measure. Consequently, b − a = 0, that is, b = a. This proves the uniqueness statement of the proposition.
Assume now that 0 ≤ ψ ∈ E * . If e ∈ P f (M), then 
Consequently, a ≥ 0. The proof of the proposition is complete.
Proposition 5.6. Let E ⊆ S (τ ) be a strongly symmetrically normed space (with
where ψ n ∈ E * n and ψ s ∈ E * s . Moreover, ψ n ≥ 0 and ψ s ≥ 0, and there exists a unique
Proof. Since ψ ≥ 0 implies, in particular, that ψ is hermitian, Proposition 5.5 is applicable. Consequently, there exists a unique element 0 ≤ a ∈ E × such that for each e ∈ P f (M), there exists a singular functional ψ e s ∈ M * s satisfying ψ (ez) = τ (zae) + ψ e s (z) , z ∈ M. Define 0 ≤ ψ n ∈ E * by setting
and let ψ s ∈ E * be defined by
As observed in Section 4, the functional ψ n is normal. The first objective is to show that ψ s is singular. If e ∈ P f (M) and z ∈ M, then
ψ s (eze) = ψ e s (ze) = (eψ e s ) (z) , z ∈ M, e ∈ P f (M) . By Proposition 5.5, this implies that ψ s (eze) ≥ 0 whenever z ∈ M + and e ∈ P f (M). Since F (τ ) = {eMe : e ∈ P f (M)} , this implies that ψ s is a positive functional on F (τ ). Therefore,
which is the absolute kernel of ψ s | F (τ ) , is an order ideal in F (τ ) (and hence, in E). It should be observed that J 0 is order dense. Indeed, if 0 < e ∈ P f (M), then the functional eψ e s is singular on M, and so there exists f ∈ P (M) satisfying 0 < f ≤ e and (eψ e s ) (f ) = 0. Hence, it follows from (5.7) that ψ s (f ) = ψ s (ef e) = (eψ e s ) (f ) = 0, and so f ∈ J 0 . Therefore, since τ is semi-finite, it may be concluded, via Lemma 4.8, that J 0 is order dense in E. Consequently, ψ s is singular.
It will be shown next that ψ s ≥ 0. If x ∈ E + , then, by Lemma 4.8, there exists an upwards directed system {x α } in J
for all α. The normality of ψ n implies that ψ n (x − x α ) ↓ α 0, and so ψ s (x) ≥ 0. Finally, as already has been observed in Section 4, E * n ∩ E * s = {0}, and so the uniqueness of the decomposition is evident. Proof. Suppose that 0 ≤ ψ ∈ E * s and 0 ≤ φ ∈ E * n such that 0 ≤ φ ≤ ψ. By definition, ψ vanishes on some order dense order ideal J ⊆ E. If x ∈ J + , then 0 ≤ φ (x) ≤ ψ (x) = 0, and so φ (x) = 0. Since J is generated by J + , it follows that φ vanishes on J. Hence, φ is singular. Since E * n ∩ E * s = {0}, this implies that φ = 0.
Suppose now that ψ does not majorize any non-zero positive normal functional. By Proposition 5.6, there exist 0 ≤ ψ n ∈ E * n and 0 ≤ ψ s ∈ E * s such that ψ = ψ n +ψ s . Since 0 ≤ ψ n ≤ ψ, it follows that ψ n = 0, and so ψ = ψ s . The proof is complete.
The following theorem is the main result of the present paper.
Theorem 5.8. Let E ⊆ S (τ ) be a strongly symmetrically space normed (with c E = 1). Every ψ ∈ E
* admits a unique decomposition
where ψ s ∈ E * s and ψ n ∈ E * n is given by ψ n (x) = τ (xy), x ∈ E, for a unique y ∈ E × . Moreover, if ψ is hermitian, then y = y * , and if ψ ≥ 0, then y ≥ 0 and ψ s ≥ 0.
Proof. Let ψ ∈ E * be fixed. As observed in Section 4, ψ may be written in the form
, it is clear that this decomposition is unique. The final statements of the theorem have already been observed in Proposition 5.6.
The following result, which has been obtained in [10] , Theorem 5.11 for strongly symmetric spaces, is now a simple consequence of Theorem 5.8.
Theorem 5.9. Let E ⊆ S (τ ) be a strongly symmetrically normed space. For a functional ψ ∈ E
* the following statements are equivalent:
If any of the preceding equivalent assertions are valid, then ψ is hermitian if and only if y = y * and ψ is positive if and only if y ≥ 0.
Proof. It has already been observed in Section 4 that (ii) implies (i). Therefore, it is sufficient to show that (i) implies (ii). If ψ is normal, then, by Theorem 5.8,
This suffices to prove the theorem.
Suppose that E ⊆ S (τ ) is strongly symmetrically normed space. It follows from Theorem 5.8 that E * = E * n ⊕E * s , and by Theorem 5.9 the space E * n may be identified with the Köthe dual E × of E via trace duality. For ψ ∈ E * , the decomposition
s , will be referred to as the Yosida-Hewitt decomposition. Define P n : E * → E * by setting P n ψ = ψ n , ψ ∈ E * , that is, P n is the linear projection onto E * n along E * s , and let P s = I − P n . As follows from Proposition 5.6, both projections P n and P s License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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are positive, that is, P n ψ ≥ 0 and P s ψ ≥ 0 whenever 0 ≤ ψ ∈ E * . Consequently, 0 ≤ P n ψ ≤ ψ and 0 ≤ P s ψ ≤ ψ for all 0 ≤ ψ ∈ E * . In particular, it follows from Corollary 4.3 that
Every ψ ∈ E * may be written as (4.1) in Section 4). This implies that the projections P n and P s are bounded with P n L(E * ) ≤ 4 and P s L(E * ) ≤ 4. In particular, E * n and E * s are normed closed subspaces of E * . Identifying E * n with E × , it follows that E * n is positively generated. It should be observed that the same holds for E * s . Indeed, it has already been observed in Section 4 that Re ψ,
, and it has been observed above that P s ψ j ≥ 0 (j = 1, 2). This shows that E * s is positively generated.
Corollary 5.10. Let E ⊆ S (τ ) be a strongly symmetrically normed space. Then:
(i) The space E * n is positively generated, and wψ, ψw ∈ E * n whenever ψ ∈ E * n and w ∈ M. (ii) The space E * s is positively generated, and wψ, ψw ∈ E * s whenever ψ ∈ E * s and w ∈ M.
Proof. (i) This follows immediately from the identification of E *
n with E × via trace duality.
(ii) That E * s is positively generated has already been observed above. Therefore, to show that ψw ∈ E * s whenever ψ ∈ E * s and w ∈ M, we may assume that 0 ≤ ψ ∈ E * s . Let J ⊆ E be an order dense order ideal on which ψ vanishes. Since |x| ∈ J whenever x ∈ J, it follows from Lemma 4.2 that ψw also vanishes on J, and so ψw ∈ E * s . Since wψ =ψw * and φ ∈ E * s if and only ifφ ∈ E * s , it is now also clear that wψ ∈ E * s for all ψ ∈ E * s and w ∈ M. Another consequence of the above results is the following proposition.
Proposition 5.11. Let E ⊆ S (τ ) be a strongly symmetrically normed space. If ψ ∈ E
* , then the following statements are equivalent:
Proof. That (i) implies (iii) follows immediately from Theorem 5.9 in combination with Lemma 4.11. It is easy to see that (iii) implies (ii), and so it remains to show that (ii) implies (i). Observe that it suffices to show that any completely additive singular functional is equal to zero, as follows from Theorem 5.8 and the fact, just observed, that any normal functional is completely additive. For this purpose, suppose that ψ ∈ E * s is completely additive. Given e ∈ P f (M), define ψ e ∈ M * by ψ e (z) = ψ (ez), z ∈ M. Since ψ is completely additive, it is clear that ψ e is completely additive on projections, and so ψ e ∈ M * n (see Theorem 4.13). On the other hand, by Corollary 5.10 (ii), the functional ψe is singular on E, and hence vanishes on some order dense order ideal J ⊆ E. Therefore, the functional ψ e vanishes on J ∩ M, which is an order dense order ideal in M (cf. Remark 4.9). Hence, ψ e ∈ M * s , and so ψ e = 0. Given x ∈ E, let {e α } be a mutually orthogonal system in P f (M) such that α e α = 1 and e α x ∈ M (since τ is semi-finite, such a system always exists). Now it follows from the complete additivity of ψ that
Therefore, we may conclude that ψ = 0, which completes the proof.
We end this section by proving another important property of the projections P n and P s . In the proof, the following observation will be used. Proof. Since E * s is positively generated (see Corollary 5.10), it may be assumed, without loss of generality, that ψ n ≥ 0 and that ψ n E * ≤ 1 for all n. Define 0 ≤ φ ∈ E * by setting
Since E * s is closed, it follows that 0 ≤ φ ∈ E * s , and so φ vanishes on some order dense order ideal J ⊆ E. If x ∈ J + , then 0 ≤ ψ n (x) ≤ 2 n φ (x) = 0, which implies that ψ n (x) = 0. Hence, all functionals ψ n , n ∈ N, vanish on J. Theorem 5.13. If E ⊆ S (τ ) is a strongly symmetrically normed space, then the projections P n and P s are sequentially σ (E * , E)-continuous.
→ 0 as k → ∞. It follows from Lemma 5.12 that there exists an order dense order ideal J ⊆ E on which all functionals P s ψ k vanish. Let 0 ≤ x ∈ E be fixed. By Lemma 4.8, there exists a family {x α : α ∈ A} in J + such that α∈A x α = x. For k ∈ N define the finitely additive set function ν k on the σ-algebra 2
A of all subsets of the index set A by setting
Consequently, it follows from Phillip's lemma (see [4] , Chapter VII, or [26] , Theorem III.1.28) that lim k→∞ α∈A
Since (P s ψ k ) (x α ) = 0 for all k ∈ N and all α ∈ A, this shows that
Using the fact that P n ψ k is normal, it follows that
and this suffices to complete the proof.
Corollary 5.14. If E ⊆ S (τ ) is a strongly symmetrically normed space, then the spaces E * n and E *
Proof. Since E * is sequentially σ (E * , E)-complete, the first statement follows immediately from Theorem 5.13. The second statement now follows via Theorem 5.9.
Recall that a strongly symmetric space
It is not difficult to show that E is a KB-space if and only if E has order continuous norm and the Fatou property. We use the above result to present a simple alternative proof of the following characterization of KB-spaces, which has been obtained in [9] .
Theorem 5.15. If E ⊆ S (τ ) is a strongly symmetric space, then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) E is a KB-space; (ii) E is weakly sequentially complete.
Proof. Using the fact that increasing weakly convergent sequences in E + are norm convergent (see e.g. the proof of implication (i)⇒(ii) of [9] , Proposition 3.2), it is easy to see that (ii) implies (i). To prove the converse implication, suppose that E is a KB-space. Applying Corollary 5.14 to the space E × , it follows that E ×× is sequentially σ (E ×× , E × )-complete. Since E has the Fatou property, it follows from [10] , Proposition 5.14, that E = E ×× . Furthermore, the norm in E is order continuous, and so, by Proposition 4.12 and Theorem 5.9, E * may be identified with the Köthe dual E × via trace duality. Consequently, E is sequentially σ (E, E * )-complete.
We conclude this section with some remarks concerning the Yosida-Hewitt projections P n , P s . As noted following Theorem 5.9 above, the projections P n , P s are bounded positive projections which are contractive on the positive cone of E in the sense that 0 ≤ P n , P s ≤ I. It seems to be an interesting question as to whether these projections are contractive on E, that is, are projections of norm 1. This is certainly the case if M is commutative and in the case of trace ideals, as shown in [12] . We note further that it was shown by Dixmier [5] that the decomposition of the Banach dual of B(H) into normal and singular functionals is an l 1 -decomposition, and the same result was proved subsequently by Takesaki [24] for more general von Neumann algebras. If follows, of course, that in each of these cases the YosidaHewitt projections are contractive. However, in the general setting considered in this paper, this question remains open.
Some consequences
In this section we will discuss some consequences of the non-commutative YosidaHewitt decomposition (Theorem 5.8). As before, M ⊆ B (H) is a semi-finite von Neumann algebra, equipped with a fixed semi-finite, normal and faithful trace τ , and E ⊆ S (τ ) is a strongly symmetrically normed space (as always, satisfying c E = 1). Some further notation and terminology is needed. Definition 6.1.
(i) The subset E oc ⊆ E is defined by setting
and the elements of E oc are called elements of order continuous norm.
It is not difficult to show that E oc is also given by
Evidently, E has order continuous norm if and only if E oc = E. Observe further-
and so |x| ∈ E
b , which implies that x ∈ E b . A useful alternative characterization of E oc will be given in the next proposition. The following notation will be used. If A ⊆ E and B ⊆ E * , then we set
which are closed linear subspaces of E * and E, respectively.
Proposition 6.2. The set E oc of all elements of order continuous norm in E is also given by
s . Let J ⊆ E be an order dense order ideal on which ψ vanishes. By Lemma 4.8, there exists an upwards directed system
, and so ψ (|x|) = 0. It now follows from Lemma 4.2 (see (4.4)) that ψ (x) = 0. Since E * s is positively generated (see Corollary 5.10), this suffices to show that E oc ⊆ ⊥ E * s . For the proof of the reverse inclusion, suppose that x ∈ E and ψ (x) = 0 for all x ∈ E * s . If x = v |x| is the polar decomposition of x, then it follows from Corollary 5.10 that ψ (|x|) = (ψv) (x) = 0. Suppose now that |x| ≥ x α ↓ α 0 and that 0 ≤ φ ∈ E * . Let φ = φ n + φ s be the Yosida-Hewitt decomposition of φ, where 0 ≤ φ n ∈ E * n and 0 ≤ φ s ∈ E * s (see Theorem 5.8). Since 0 ≤ φ s (x α ) ≤ φ s (|x|) = 0, it follows that φ s (x α ) = 0 for all α. Hence, φ (x α ) = φ n (x α ) ↓ α 0. Since E * is positively generated, this implies that φ (x α ) → 0 for all φ ∈ E * , and so x α E ↓ α 0. Therefore x ∈ E oc , which shows that
The proof is complete.
Corollary 6.3.
The set E oc is a closed linear subspace of E with the property that uxv ∈ E oc whenever x ∈ E oc and u, v ∈ M. In particular, E oc is an order ideal in E.
Proof. From Proposition 6.2 it is clear that E
oc is a closed linear subspace of E. Suppose that x ∈ E oc and u, v ∈ M. If φ ∈ E * s , then it follows from Corollary 5.10 that vφu ∈ E * s , and so, by Proposition 6.2, φ (uxv) = (vφu) (x) = 0. Using the same proposition once more, it follows that uxv ∈ E oc . Evidently, |x| ∈ E oc whenever x ∈ E oc , and if 0 ≤ x ≤ y with y ∈ E oc and x ∈ E, then x ∈ E oc . If x ∈ E oc with polar decomposition x = w |x|, then x * = w * xw * , and so, x * ∈ E oc . Hence, E oc is an order ideal.
It may happen that E oc = {0}. Indeed, this the case, for example, if E = M = L ∞ (ν), where ν is an atomless measure. The following proposition presents several characterizations as to when E oc is order dense in E.
is a strongly symmetrically normed space, then the following statements are equivalent:
Proof. (i)⇔(ii). It follows from Proposition 6.2 that
and so statements (i) and (ii) are equivalent.
(i)⇔(iii). Observe first that statement (iii) is equivalent to saying that E *
Since the reverse inclusion is always valid (see (6.2)), statement (i) follows.
(iii)⇒(iv). Setting P (E oc ) = P (M) ∩ E oc , define the projection c ∈ P (M) by setting c = P (E oc ). We claim that s (x) ≤ c (and hence, x = xc) for all x ∈ E oc . Indeed, if x ∈ E oc , then se |x| (s, ∞) ≤ |x| e |x| (s, ∞) ∈ E oc , and so e |x| (s, ∞) ∈ E oc for all s > 0. Since s (x) = s (|x|) = e |x| (0, ∞) = s>0 e |x| (s, ∞), our claim follows. It will be shown next that c = 1. Suppose that c < 1 and let
oc . By (iii), this implies that φ = 0, which is a contradiction, as φ (p) = τ (p) > 0. Therefore, c = 1.
Let 0 < p ∈ P (E) be given. If pe = 0 for all e ∈ P (E oc ), then e ≤ p ⊥ for all e ∈ P (E oc ), and so p ⊥ = 1, that is, p = 0. This is a contradiction, and hence there exists e ∈ P (E oc ) such that pe = 0. Defining q = r (pe), it is clear that 0 < q ≤ p. Furthermore, q ∼ s (pe), and so there exists a partial isometry v ∈ M such that q = v * s (pe) v. Since s (pe) ≤ e, it is clear that s (pe) ∈ P (E oc ), and hence it follows from Corollary 6.3 that q ∈ P (E oc ). Consequently, E oc satisfies condition (iv) of Lemma 4.8, and so we may conclude that E oc is order dense. (iv)⇒(v). If φ ∈ E * n , then it follows from Theorem 5.9 that there exists y ∈ E × such that φ (x) = τ (xy), x ∈ E. Since E oc is order dense in E, it follows from Lemma 4.8 (iii) in combination with the argument used in Remark 3.6 (i) (replacing
n , is a linear isometry from E * n into (E oc ) * . It remains to be shown that this map is onto. Given ψ ∈ (E oc ) * , it follows from the Hahn-Banach theorem that there exists φ ∈ E * such that φ | E oc = ψ. If φ = φ n + φ s is the Yosida-Hewitt decomposition of φ, then it follows from Proposition 6.2 that φ s | E oc = 0, and so ψ = φ n | E oc . This shows that (v) holds.
Evidently, (v) implies (iii), and therefore the proof is complete.
In the case of Banach function spaces the above results may be found in [30] , Section 72. Similar results in the setting of Banach lattices may be found in [31] , Sections 102 and 103.
If the von Neumann algebra M is either atomless (that is, does not contain any minimal projections) or M is atomic with all minimal projections having equal trace, then the above results may be improved. This will be shown in the following propositions.
Proposition 6.5. Let M be an atomless von Neumann algebra. If E ⊆ S (τ ) is a strongly symmetrically normed space, then the following conditions are equivalent:
Proof. (i)⇒(ii)
. Since E oc = {0} there exists a projection e ∈ P (E oc ) satisfying 0 < τ (e) < ∞. Furthermore, M is assumed to be atomless, and so there exists a sequence {e n } ∞ n=1 in P (M) such that e ≥ e n ↓ n 0 and τ (e n ) = 2 −n for all n. Since e ∈ E oc , this implies that e n E ↓ 0 as n → ∞. Given ε > 0, there exists n 0 ∈ N such that e n 0 E ≤ ε. Let δ = τ (e n 0 ). If p ∈ P (E) and τ (p) ≤ δ, then μ (p) ≤ χ [0,δ) = μ (e n 0 ), and hence p E ≤ e n 0 E ≤ ε.
(ii)⇒(iii). As observed before, the inclusion E oc ⊆ E b always holds. Therefore, it is sufficient to show that F (τ ) ⊆ E oc , that is, q ∈ P (E oc ) whenever q ∈ P (E) and τ (q) < ∞. Fixing q ∈ P (E) with τ (q) < ∞, let {a β } be a decreasing net in E + such that q ≥ a β ↓ β 0. Given ε > 0, let δ > 0 be such that p E ≤ ε for all p ∈ P (E) satisfying τ (p) ≤ δ. Since τ (q) < ∞, the normality of the trace implies that τ (a β ) ↓ β 0. Observing that 0 ≤ εe a β (ε, ∞) ≤ a β , it follows that τ (e a β (ε, ∞)) → β 0, and so there exists β 0 such that τ (e a β (ε, ∞)) ≤ δ whenever β ≥ β 0 . It follows from 0 ≤ a β ≤ q that
and hence a β E ≤ ε (1 + q E ) whenever β ≥ β 0 . This shows that q ∈ E oc , which is sufficient to establish assertion (iii).
Evidently, (iii) implies (iv) and (iv) implies (i). Therefore, the proof is complete. 
Proof. By Proposition 6.6, E oc = E b , which clearly implies that E oc is order dense in E. Therefore, condition (iv) of Proposition 6.4 is satisfied. The first statement of the present corollary is now an immediate consequence of part (i) of Proposition 6.4, and the second statement is a simple reformulation of part (v) of the same proposition.
Some important alternative descriptions of elements of order continuous norm will be discussed next. For this purpose, the following notions are introduced. As before, E is assumed to be a strongly symmetrically normed space of τ -measurable operators (always satisfying c E = 1). Definition 6.8.
(i) An element x ∈ E is said to have absolutely continuous norm if e n xe n E → 0 for every sequence {e n } ∞ n=1 in P (M) satisfying e n ↓ n 0. The set of all elements of absolutely continuous norm is denoted by E an . (ii) A subset A of E is said to be of uniformly absolutely continuous norm if sup { e n xe n E : x ∈ A} → 0 as n → ∞ for all sequences {e n } ∞ n=1 in P (M) satisfying e n ↓ 0.
It is clear from the definition that E
an is a linear subspace of E and that x * ∈ E an whenever x ∈ E an . It is also clear that any set of uniformly absolutely continuous norm is contained in E an . Furthermore, it should be observed that if 0 ≤ y ∈ E an , then the set
is of uniformly absolutely continuous norm. In due course, it will be shown that actually E an = E oc (see Proposition 6.12). The following lemma collects together some of the elementary properties of the subspace E an .
Lemma 6.9. and x ≥ x 1/2 e n x 1/2 ↓ n 0 (see [10] , Proposition 1.3), it follows that
an , it may be assumed, without loss of generality, that x ∈ (E an ) + . Suppose that x / ∈ S 0 (τ ), that is, there exists s > 0 such that τ (e x (s, ∞)) = ∞. This implies that μ (x) ≥ s1, and so M ⊆ E. Since the trace is semi-finite, it follows that there exists an increasing sequence
Defining p = sup n p n and e n = p − p n for all n, it is clear that e n ↓ n 0, τ (e n ) = ∞ and e n ≤ e x (s, ∞) for all n. Since x ∈ E an , it follows that e n xe n E → 0 as n → ∞. On the other hand, xe x (s, ∞) ≥ se x (s, ∞), and so e n xe n = e n xe x (s, ∞) e n ≥ se n e x (s, ∞) e n = se n , which implies that e n xe n E ≥ s e n E for all n. Since τ (e n ) = ∞, it is also clear that μ (e n ) = μ (1), and hence e n E = 1 E for all n. Consequently, e n xe n E ≥ s 1 E for all n, which is clearly a contradiction. Therefore, it may be concluded that x ∈ S 0 (τ ), and this completes the proof of part (ii).
(iii) Suppose that x ∈ E an and that {e n } ∞ n=1 is a sequence in P (M) such that τ (e n ) → 0 but that e n xe n E 0. By passing to a subsequence, it may be assumed that τ (e n ) ≤ 2 −n and e n xe n E ≥ δ for some 0 < δ ∈ R and all n. Defining p n ∈ P (M) by setting
. Consequently, p n ↓ n 0, and so the hypothesis on x implies that p n xp n E → 0 as n → ∞. On the other hand, 0 < δ ≤ e n xe n E = e n p n xp n e n E ≤ p n xp n E for all n, which is absurd. This suffices for the proof of part (iii) of the lemma.
In the proof of the next proposition, the following observations will be used. A projection p ∈ P (M) is called σ-finite (with respect to the trace τ ) if there exists a sequence {p n } ∞ n=1 in P (M) such that p n ↑ p and τ (p n ) < ∞ for all n. Lemma 6.10.
it is easy to see that q n ↑ n p and τ (q n ) < ∞ for all n.
(ii) If x ∈ S 0 (τ ), then τ e |x| (1/n, ∞) < ∞ for all n ∈ N, and so the support projection s (x) = s (|x|) = e |x| (0, ∞) is σ-finite. Since x * ∈ S 0 (τ ), also the range projection r (x) = s (x * ) is σ-finite. Therefore, it follows from (i) that the projection p = s (x) ∨ r (x) is σ-finite, and it is clear that x = pxp. If {x n } ∞ n=1 is a sequence in S 0 (τ ), then it follows from the above observation, in combination with (i), that the projection p = sup n s (x n ) ∨ r (x n ) is σ-finite and satisfies x n = px n p for all n. The proof is complete.
For Banach function spaces the result of the following theorem goes back to [20] , Chapter II, Section 2, Lemma 2. A non-commutative version of this result may be found in [3] , under the additional assumptions that the von Neumann algebra M does not contain any minimal projections and that E = E (τ ) (see (3.2)), where E (0, ∞) is a rearrangement invariant Banach function space with order continuous norm. A similar result is obtained in [22] , where it is assumed that E = E (τ ), where E (0, ∞) is a rearrangement invariant Banach function space which is either minimal or maximal. has uniformly absolutely continuous norm, suppose that {e k } ∞ k=1 is a sequence in P (M) satisfying e k ↓ 0 and let ε > 0 be given. Choosing N ∈ N such that x n E ≤ ε for all n ≥ N , it follows that e k x n e k E ≤ x n E ≤ ε, n ≥ N, for all k ∈ N. Since the elements {x n } N −1 n=1 are assumed to have absolutely continuous norm, there exists K ∈ N such that e k x n e k E ≤ ε for all 1 ≤ n ≤ N − 1 and k ≥ K. Consequently, sup { e k x n e k E : n ∈ N} ≤ ε whenever k ≥ K. This shows that {x n } ∞ n=1 has uniformly absolutely continuous norm.
(ii)⇒(i). It is sufficient to show {x n } ∞ n=1 has a subsequence which converges to zero, since this implies that each subsequence has a subsequence converging to zero. Furthermore, without loss of generality, it may be assumed that x * n = x n for all n. It follows from Lemma 6.9 (ii) and Lemma 6.10 (ii) that there exists a σ-finite projection p ∈ P (M) such that x n = px n p for all n. Therefore, passing to the reduced von Neumann algebra pMp and the corresponding strongly symmetrically normed space pEp, it may be assumed that 1 is σ-finite. Let {e k } ∞ k=1 be a sequence in P (M) such that e k ↑ 1 and τ (e k ) < ∞ for all k.
< ε.
Using the fact that x n p j B(H) → 0 as n → ∞, choose N ∈ N such that x n p j B(H) e k E < ε for all n ≥ N . Combining the above estimates, it follows that x n E < 7ε for all n ≥ N , and this suffices for the proof of the theorem.
The above proposition has the following consequence. Proposition 6.12. If E is a strongly symmetrically normed space, then E an = E oc .
Proof. In part (i) of Lemma 6.9, it has already been observed that E oc ⊆ E an . For the proof of the reverse inclusion, it should be observed first that (E an ) + ⊆ (E oc ) + . Indeed, suppose that 0 ≤ x ∈ E an and let {x n } ∞ n=1 be a sequence in E such that x ≥ x n ↓ n 0. By Lemma 6.9 (ii), x ∈ S 0 (τ ), and so it follows from [10] , Lemma 3.5, that x n → 0 with respect to the measure topology. Furthermore, {x n } ∞ n=1 ⊆ [0, x], and so {x n } ∞ n=1 is of uniformly absolutely continuous norm. Consequently, it follows from Theorem 6.11 that x n E → 0 as n → ∞. By (6.1), this suffices to show that x ∈ E oc . Suppose next that x ∈ E an and x * = x. Setting p = e x (0, ∞), it is clear that
is a sequence in P (M) such that p ≥ p n ↓ 0, then p n x + p n E = p n pxpp n E = p n xp n E → 0, n → ∞.
This shows that x + is of absolutely continuous norm in the space pEp with respect to the reduced von Neumann algebra pMp. By the first part of the proof, ((pEp) an ) + ⊆ ((pEp) oc ) + , and hence x + ∈ pEp oc . If {x α } is a net in E satisfying x + ≥ x α ↓ α 0, then x α = px α p for all α, and so x α ↓ α 0 in pEp. Consequently, x α E ↓ 0, which shows that x + ∈ E oc . Similarly, x − = (−x) + ∈ E oc , and hence x ∈ E oc . Since E an is closed under taking adjoints, this suffices to prove that E an ⊆ E oc .
The following theorem collects together a number of useful characterizations of elements of absolutely continuous norm. in P (M), e n ↓ n 0 =⇒ e n xe n E → n 0;
(ii) for all decreasing systems {e α } in P (M), in E, |x| ≥ x n ↓ n 0 =⇒ x n E → n 0.
Moreover, if E is a strongly symmetric space, then the above conditions are also equivalent with each of the following two statements:
(vii) for all mutually orthogonal sequences {e n } ∞ n=1 in P (M) it follows that xe n E → n 0;
(viii) for all mutually orthogonal sequences {e n } ∞ n=1 in P (M) it follows that e n xe n E → n 0.
Proof. The equivalence (i)⇔(v) has been obtained in Proposition 6.12, and the equivalence (v)⇔(vi) has been observed (6.1). The implications (iv)⇒(iii)⇒(i) and (iv)⇒(ii)⇒(i) are all evident.
For the proof of implication (v)⇒(iv) it suffices to consider positive elements only. Suppose that x ∈ E + satisfies condition (v) and let {e α } be a net in P (M) such that e α ↓ α 0. It follows from Lemma 4.4 Assume now, in addition, that E is a Banach space. The implication (vii)⇒(viii) is evident. It will be shown next that (viii)⇒(i). Suppose first that x ∈ E + satisfies (viii), and let {p n } ∞ n=1 ⊆ P (M) satisfy p n ↓ n 0. Defining y n = x 1/2 p n x 1/2 , it follows that y n ↓ n 0 and e n xe n E = y n E for all n ∈ N. If the sequence {y n } ∞ n=1 is not Cauchy, then there exist ε > 0 and a subsequence {y n k } ∞ k=1 such that y n k − y n k+1 E ≥ ε for all k. Setting e k = p n k −p n k+1 , the sequence {e k } ∞ k=1 ⊆ P (M) is mutually orthogonal and
which is a contradiction. Consequently, the sequence {y n } ∞ n=1 is Cauchy and hence convergent in E. Since y n ↓ n 0, this implies that y n E → 0 as n → ∞. This shows that x ∈ (E an ) + . Suppose next that x * = x ∈ E satisfies (viii), and let p = e x (0, ∞). If {e n } ∞ n=1 ⊆ P (M) is a mutually orthogonal sequence in P (M) such that e n ≤ p for all n, then e n x + e n E = e n xpe n E = e n xe n E → n 0. This shows that x + satisfies condition (viii) in the space pEp. It now follows from the above that x + is of absolutely continuous norm in the space pEp. As in the last part of the proof of Proposition 6.12, this implies that x + ∈ E oc = E an . Similarly, x − ∈ E an , and so x ∈ E an . Since x * satisfies (viii) whenever x does, this suffices for the proof of implication (viii)⇒(i).
For the proof that (i)⇒(vii), it may be assumed that x ∈ (E an ) + . Given a mutually orthogonal sequence {e n } ∞ n=1 ⊆ P (M), define p n ∈ P (M) by setting p n = ∞ k=n e k . Since p n ↓ 0 and since we already know that (i)⇒(iii), it follows from xe n E = xp n e n E ≤ xp n E that xe n E → 0 as n → ∞. The proof is complete.
Since the norm in E is order continuous if and only if E = E oc , the following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 6.13. Corollary 6.14. Let E ⊆ S (τ ) be a strongly symmetric space. The norm in E is order continuous if and only if every x ∈ E (equivalently, every x ∈ E + ) satisfies one (equivalently, all) of the conditions (i)-(viii) in Theorem 6.13.
